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1. What is your favorite reality show? 

 

2. Emmy is feeling jealous of Eddie’s success and also feeling bad for her less-than-famous status 

around town. Can you relate to Emmy (or Eddie)? 

 

3. When you first read the profiles of each contestant, who was your favorite? Was there anyone 

you immediately disliked? (You can see the actual contestant dossier on my website, and see how I 

envisioned each character.) 

 

4. Have you ever had to deal with a “Dixie” or “Callie Ann” in real life? How did you handle the 

situation?

 

5. Have you ever been to The Biltmore Estate? Whether you have been there in person, or just 

visited vicariously through the book, what was your favorite part of the mansion?

 

6. Which candy making competition was your favorite? Did you have a favorite sweet in the story? 

Are there any you would like to try making? (You can visit this webpage for recipes for treat from 

the book and view my Pinterest pages to see where my visual inspiration came from for these parts 

of the book! ) 

 

7. Mansions have been an important part of Emmy’s journey. Which one should she travel to next?

 

8. Sustainability was super important to George Vanderbilt and his efforts in that area left a big 

impression on Emmy. What are some actions you can take in your life that will benefit the 

environment?

 

9. How did your feelings about Pierce change throughout the book? Do you think his explanation 

excuses his behavior? 

 

 

Thank you so much for reading! If you have 
time, please leave a review on Amazon! 

10. Who did you expect to win the Vanderbilt Valentine’s Day 

Candy-Making Competition? Were you happy with the results?

 

11. If you were the author, what would you have in store for 

Emmy (and Eddie!) next?


